
 
Allium Cepa v Viviparum 

Walking onion is really easy to grow. Plant them in pots first. When they get 
bigger (and are able to “fight against weeds”) you can plant them in the 
ground to their permanent place. 

 Walking onions are perennial. They come again and again every year, if you 
leave at least one bulb in the ground for winter. So they are very easy to grow.  

The whole onion is eatable: the bulb, the green parts and the top of the plant 
little onions. You can use the ground bulb like an ordinary onion, the green 
stalks like onion or chives and the little top onions can be dried or pickled or 
used as ordinary onion. (But the taste is many times better than in an ordinary 
onion.)  

They are very aromatic! You won’t need many to make a gourmet taste/meal of 
them.  

They are called "walking" onions (in Finnish it’s called “air onions”) because the 
little onions at the top of the plant, as they grow, eventually weigh so much 
they bend/fall down. When it touches the ground it starts taking root. They 
spread little by little with "tiny steps" if you don’t pick and eat them before that.  

They usually bend over in groups, but you can divide the group and plant each 
little onion separately just like any other onion and it will grow into a big 
ground bulb.  

The walking onion is very modest and will grow in all kinds of soil, but you get 
the best results in a soil that is well prepared with lots of compost and organic 
matter. And remember to leave some bulbs un-harvested so you have it coming 
back year, after year, after year. 



They will tolerate the winter just fine! There is no need to dig them up or cover 
them or anything. And they are the first ones to wake up in spring.  
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